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ABSTRACT
When discussing interpretable machine learning results, researchers need to compare results and reflect on reliable results,
especially for health-related data. The reason is the negative impact
of wrong results on a person, such as in missing early screening
of dyslexia or wrong prediction of cancer. We present nine criteria
that help avoiding over-fitting and biased interpretation of results
when having small imbalanced data related to health. We present a
use case of early screening of dyslexia with an imbalanced data set
using machine learning classification to explain design decisions
and discuss issues for further research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning; Crossvalidation; • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); • Social and professional topics →
People with disabilities.

KEYWORDS
Machine Learning, Human-Centered Design, HCD, interactive systems, health, small data, imbalanced data, over-fitting, variances,
interpretable results, guidelines.

1

INTRODUCTION

Independently of the source of data, we need to understand our
machine learning results. In this context, we talk about big data
and small data, which depend on the research context, profession,
or mindset. We usually use the term “big data” in terms of size,
but other characteristics are usually missing such as variaty and
velocity [4, 14]. The choice of algorithm depends on the size, quality,
and nature of the data set, as well as the available computational
time, the urgency of the task, and the research question. In some
cases, small data is preferable to big data because it can simplify the
analysis [4, 14]. In some circumstances, this leads to more reliable
data, lower costs, and faster results. In other cases, only small data
is available, e.g., in data collections related to health since each
participant (e.g., patient) is costly in terms of time and resources.
This is the case when participants are difficult to contact due to
technical restrictions (e.g., no Internet) or data collecting is still
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ongoing, but results are urgently needed as in the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, researchers have to make the best of a limited
data set and avoid over-fitting, being aware of issues such as small
data, imbalanced data, variance, biases, heterogeneity of participants,
or evaluation metrics. We address the main criteria to avoid overfitting and taking care of imbalanced data sets related to health
from a previous research project with different small data sets related to early and universal screening of dyslexia [28, 29, 35]. Our
main contribution is a list of nine criteria when exploring small
imbalanced data for machine learning predictions. We also suggest
an approach for collecting data from online experiments with interactive systems to control, understand and analyze the data. We
do not claim completeness and we see our proposal as a starting
point for further recommendations or guidelines.1
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers
related work while Section 4 gives the background and explains our
approach to collect data from interactive systems with DSRM and
HCD. Section 5 describes the general considerations of a research
design. In Section 6 we propose our guidelines for small imbalanced
data with machine learning and in Section 7 we give an use case.
We finish with conclusions and future work in Section 8.

2

RELATED WORK

As in the beginning of machine learning, today small data is used
by machine learning models in spite of the focus in big data [14].
But the challenge to avoid over-fitting remains [4] and rises with
imbalanced data or data with high variances. Avoiding over-fitting
in health care scenarios is especially important as wrong or over
interpretation of results can have major negative impacts on individuals. Current research is focusing either on collecting more
data [40], develop new algorithms and metrics [11, 16] or over- and
under-sampling [16]. But to the best of our knowledge, a standard
approach for the analysis of a small imbalanced data set with variances when doing machine learning classification or prediction
in health is missing. Hence, we propose some guidelines based in
our previous research to consider when analyzing small data with
machine learning classification. This is very important as most
institutions in the world will never have big data [4].

3

BACKGROUND

Interdisciplinary research projects require a standardized approach,
like the Design Science (DS) Research Methodology (DSRM) [26],
to compare results with different methodologies or mindset. A
standardized approach for the design of software products, like the
1 Our template for self-reporting small data with our guidelines is available at https:
//github.com/Rauschii/smalldataguidelines.
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Human-Centered Design (HCD) [22], is needed to ensure the quality
of the software by setting the focus on the users’ needs. We explain
these approaches, field of work, and advantages briefly to stress the
context of our hybrid approach. Since the HCD and DSRM methods
are not so well known in Machine Learning, next, we explain the
basics of them to understand also the similarity of each method.

3.1

Design Science Research Methodology

The Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) supports the standardization of design science, for example, to design systems for
humans. The DSRM provides a flexible and adaptable framework to
make research understandable within and between disciplines [26].
Since the early 1990s, design science is integrated into information
systems and provides with DSRM a methodology to justify system
design research (quoted after [26]). The core elements of DSRM have
their origins in human-centered (British English human-centred)
computing and are complementary to the human-centered design
framework [21, 22]. DSRM suggests the following six steps to carry
out research: problem identification and motivation, the definition
of the objectives for a solution, design and development, demonstration, evaluation, and communication. In the first step, researchers
describe the problem and the motivation for the technological solution. The level of detail depends on the complexity of the problem.
Next, the goals and functionality of the solution are stated, taking
into account the information from the previous step and quantifying the solution. In step three, a technological solution is designed
and implemented with the proposed architecture or functionality.
In the next two steps, the technological solution is presented and
evaluated to compare with the goals set at step two. In the last
step, researchers “communicate the problem and its importance, the
artifact, its utility and novelty, the rigor of its design, and its effectiveness to researchers and other relevant audiences, such as practicing
professionals, when appropriate” [26].
The information system design theory can be considered to be
similar to social science or theory-building [50]. However, designing
systems was not and is still not always regarded to be as valuable
research as “solid-state physics or stochastic processes” [45]. One of
the essential attributes for design science is a system that targets
a new problem or an unsolved or otherwise important topic for
research (quoted after [26] and [19]). If research is structured in the
six steps of DSRM, a reviewer can quickly analyze it by evaluating
its contribution and quality. Besides, authors do not have to justify
a research paradigm for system design in each new thesis or article.

3.2

Human-Centered Design

The Human-Centered Design (HCD) framework [22] is a well-known
methodology to design interactive systems that takes the whole
design process into account and can be used in various areas: enterprise software [27, 31], health related applications [1, 17, 30, 47],
remote applications (Internet of things) [41], social awareness [49],
or mobile applications [1, 32]). With HCD, designers focus on the
user when developing an interactive system to improve usability
and user experience.
The two main terms to describe and quantify the methods for
HCD are usability and user experience (UX). How well a user interacts for a certain goal or task in a specific context is called usability

Figure 1: Activities of the human-centered design process
adapted from [23].
[23]. This means a certain type of user (for example, a student)
wants to do a specific task (for example, writing an email to her/his
professor on her/his computer from home). The level of detail for
the task description can depend on the design resources (i.e., time
or personnel) or design goal (i.e., proof of concept or product). The
main focus is on the user achieving the task effectively, efficiently,
and achieve satisfaction. User experience incorporates usability and
advances the concept of interaction through the perception and
responses of the user as well as the “emotions, beliefs, preferences,
perceptions, physical and psychological responses, behaviors and accomplishments that occur before, during and after use” [22].
The HCD is an iterative design process (see Figure 1). The process
starts with the planning of the HCD approach itself. After that, the
(often interdisciplinary) design team members (e.g., UX designers,
programmers, visual designers, project managers or scrum masters)
define and understand the context of use (e.g., at work in an open
office space). Next, user requirements are specified and can result in
a description of the user requirements or a persona to communicate
the typical user’s needs to, e.g., the design team [5]. Subsequently,
the system or technological solution is designed with the defined
scope from the context of use and user requirements. Depending on
the skills or the iterative approach, the designing phase can produce
a (high- or low-fidelity) prototype or product as an artifact [5]. A
low-fidelity prototype, such as a paper prototype, or a high-fidelity
prototype, such as an interactive designed interface, can be used
for an iterative evaluation of the design results with users [2].
Ideally, the process finishes when the evaluation results reach
the expectations of the user requirements. Otherwise, depending
on the goal of the design approach and the evaluation results, a
new iteration starts either at understanding the context of use,
specifying the user requirements, or re-designing the solution.
Early and iterative testing with the user in the context of use is a
core element of the HCD and researcher observe users’ behavior to
avoid unintentional use of the interactive system. This is especially
true for new and innovative products, as both the scope of the
context of use and the user requirements are not yet clear and must
be explored.
There are various methods and artifacts which can be included
in the design approach depending, (e.g., on the resources, goals,
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Figure 2: Integration of the Human-centered Design in the Design Science Research Methodology.
context of use, or users) to observe, measure and explore users’
behavior. Evaluation methods are, for example, the five-user study
[25], the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [20, 33, 36], observations, interviews, or the think-aloud protocol [9]. Methods can
be combined to get quantitative and/or qualitative feedback, and
the most common sample size at the Computer Human Interaction Conference (CHI) in 2014 was 12 participants [10]. With small
testing groups (𝑛 < 10 − 15) [10], mainly qualitative feedback is obtained with (semi-structured) interviews, think-aloud protocol, or
observations. Taking into account the guidelines for conducting
questionnaires by rules of thumb, like the UEQ could be applied
from 30 participants to obtain quantitative results [37].

4

COLLECTING AND ANALYZING DATA
FROM INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS

An interdisciplinary research project requires a standardized approach to allow other researchers to evaluate and interpret results.
Therefore, we combine the Design Science (DS) Research Methodology (DSRM) [26] with the Human-Centered Design (HCD) [22].
Researchers combine methodologies or approaches and need to evaluate results from other disciplines. Combining discipline techniques
is a challenge because of different terms, methods, or communication within each discipline. For example, the same term, such
as experiments, can have a different interpretation in data science
versus human computer interaction (HCI) approaches. In HCI, experiments mainly refer to user studies with humans, whereas in
data science, experiments refer to running algorithms on data sets.
HCD is not well known in the machine learning community but
provides methods to solve current machine learning challenges,
such as how to avoid collecting bias in data sets from interactive
systems. We combine HCD and DSRM because of their similarities
and advantages as explained before in section 3.
It is a challenge to collect machine learning data sets with interactive systems since the system is designed not only for the users’

requirements but also for the underlining research purpose. The
DSRM provides the research methodology to integrate the research
requirements while HCD focuses on the design of the interactive
systems with the user. Here we show how we combined the six
DSRM steps with the Actions and match them with the four HCD
phases (see Figure 2, black boxes). The blue boxes are only related
to the DSRM, while the green boxes are also related to the HCD
approach. The four green boxes match the four HCD phases (see Figure 2, yellow boxes). Next, we describe each of the six DSRM steps
following Figure 2 with an example from our previous research
on early screening of dyslexia with a web game using machine
learning [28, 29, 35].
First, we do a selective literature review to identify the problem,
e.g., there is the need of early, easy and language-independent
screening of dyslexia. This results in a concept, e.g., for targeting
the language-independent screening of dyslexia using games and
machine learning. We then describe how we design and implement
the content and the prototypes as well as how we test the interaction
and functionality to evaluate our solution.
In our example, we designed our interactive prototypes to conduct online experiments with participants with dyslexia using the
human-centered design [22]. The human-centered design complements the design science research methodology with a focus on the
participants and provides various guidelines, methods, and artifacts
for the design of a prototype.
With the HCD, we focus on the participant and the participant’s
supervisor (e.g., parent/legal guardian/teacher/therapist) as well as
on the context of use when developing the prototype for the online
experiments to measure differences between children with and
without dyslexia. The user requirements and context of use define
the content for the prototypes, which we iteratively designed with
the knowledge of experts. In this case, the interactive system has an
integration of game elements to apply the concept of gamification
[38]. Furthermore, HCD enhances the design, usability, and user
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experience of our prototype by avoiding external factors that
could unintentionally influence the collected data. In particular,
the early and iterative testing of the prototypes helps to prevent
unintended interactions from participants or their supervisors.
Example iterations are internal feedback loops of human-computer
interaction experts or user tests (e.g., five-user test). For instance,
we discovered that to interact with a tablet, children touch quickly
multiple times. Because of the web implementation technique we
used, a double click on a web application generally zooms in, which
was not intended in a tablet. Therefore, we controlled the layout
setting for mobile devices to avoid the zoom-effect on tablets,
which caused interruptions during the game [28]. The evaluation
requires the collection of remote data with the experimental
design to use the dependent measures for statistical analysis and
prediction with machine learning classifiers.
When taking into account participants with a learning disorder,
in our case, participants with dyslexia, we need to address their
needs [34] in the design of the application and the experiment as
well as consider the ethical aspects [6]. As dyslexia is connected to
nine genetic markers and reading ability is highly hereditary [12],
we support readability for participants’ supervisors (who could be
parents) with a large font size (minimum 18 points) [39].

5

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF
RESEARCH DESIGN

A quasi-experimental study helps to collect dependent variables
from an interactive system, which we use as features for the
machine learning models later. In this way, there is control over
certain variables such as participant attributes, which then assigns
participants to either the control or the experimental group [15].
An example of such an attribute could be whether or not one has
a dyslexia diagnosis. In a within-subject design, all participants take
part in all study conditions, e.g., tasks or game rounds. When applying a within-subject design, the conditions need to be randomized to
avoid systematic or order effects produced by order of the conditions.
These unwanted effects can be avoided by counterbalancing the
order of the conditions, for example with Latin Squares [15].
The advantage of a repeated-measures design in a within-subject
design is that participants can engage in multiple conditions [15].
When participant attributes such as age or gender are similar in
different groups, a repeated-measures design is more likely to reveal
the effects caused by the dependent variable of the experiment.
When conducting a within-subject design with a repeated measures design, and assuming a non-normal and non-homogeneous
distribution for independent participant groups, a non-parametric
statistical test is needed, such as the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test
[15].As for psychology in HCD, multi-variable testing must be
addressed to avoid having significance by chance. This can be
achieved by using a method such as Bonferroni-Correction and
having a clear hypothesis.
Dependent measures are used to find, for example, differences
between variables [15], while features are used as input for the classifiers to recognize patterns [7]. Machine learning is a data-driven
approach in which the data is explored with different algorithms
to minimize the objective function [13]. In the following we refer
to the implementation of the Scikit-learn library (version 0.21.2)
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Figure 3: Approach of cross-validation from [42].
if not stated otherwise [44]. Although a hypothesis is followed,
optimizing the model parameters (multiple testing) is not generally
considered problematic (as it is in HCD) unless we are over-fitting
(also written as overfitting), as stated by Dietterich in 1995:
“Indeed, if we work too hard to find the very best fit to
the training data, there is a risk that we will fit the noise
in the data by memorizing various peculiarities of the
training data rather than finding a general predictive
rule. This phenomenon is usually called overfitting.”
[13]
If enough data is available, common practice holds out (that is
separating data for training, test or validation) a percentage to evaluate the model and to avoid over-fitting, e.g., a test data set of 40%
of the data [42]. A validation set (holding out another percentage
of the data) can be used to, say, evaluate different input parameters
of the classifiers to optimize results [42], e.g., accuracy or F1-score.
Holding out part of the data is only possible if a sufficient amount
of data is available. As models trained on small data are prone to develop over-fitting due to the small sample and feature selection [24],
cross-validation with 𝑘-folds can be used to avoid over-fitting when
optimizing the classifier parameters (see Figure 3). In such cases, the
data is split into training and test data sets. A model is trained using
𝑘 − 1 subsets (typically 5-folds or 10-folds) and evaluated using the
missing fold as test data [42]. This is repeated 𝑘 times until all folds
have been used as test data, taking the average as final result. It is
recommended that one hold out a test data set while using crossvalidation when optimizing input parameters of the classifiers [42].
However, small data sets with high variances are not discussed.
Model-evaluation implementations for cross-validation from
Scikit-learn, such as the cross val score function, use scoring parameters for the quantification of the quality of the predictions [43].
For example, with the parameter balanced accuracy imbalanced
data sets are evaluated. The parameter precision describes the classifiers ability “not to label as positive a sample that is negative” [43].
Whereas the parameter recall “is the ability of the classifier to find all
the positive samples” [43]. As it is unlikely to have a high precision
and high recall, the F1-score (also called F-measure) is a “weighted
harmonic mean of the precision and recall” [43]. Scikit-learn library
suggests different implementations for computing the metrics (e.g.,
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recall, F1-score) and the confusion matrix [42]. The reason is that
the metric function reports over all (cross-validation) fold, whereas
the confusion matrix function returns the probabilities from different
models.

6

PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
HEALTH-RELATED SMALL DATA SETS

Based in our previous research [28, 29, 35] we propose the main
criteria that should be considered when applying machine learning classification for small data related to health. We present an
overview of the criteria to avoid over-fitting in the following:
Precise data set In the best-case scenario, no missing values, and
participants’ attributes are similarly represented, e.g., age,
gender, language.
Biases Data sets having biases are very likely, in health data gender
or age biases are even normal. Many factors determine the
quality of the data set, and we recommend accepting the
existence of possible biases and start with the “awareness of
its existence”[3].
Hypothesis Use a hypothesis from the experimental design, confirm with existing literature, and pre-evaluated with, e.g.,
statistical analysis of the dependent variables to avoid significance or high predictions by chance.
Simplified prediction Depending on the research question and
certainty of correlations, a binary classification instead of
multiple classifications is beneficial to avoid external factors
and understand results better.
Feature Selection Feature selection is essential in any machine
learning model. However, for small data, the dependent variables from the experimental design can address the danger
of selecting incorrect features [24] by taking into account
previous knowledge. Therefore, pre-evaluate dependent variables with traditional statistical analysis and then use the
dependent variables as input for the classifiers [7].
Optimizing input parameters Do not optimize input parameters unless data sets can hold out test and validation sets.
Hold out tests and cross-validation are proposed by scikitlearn 0.21.2 documentation to evaluate the changes [42] and
to avoid biases [48].
Variances When imbalanced data show high variances, we recommend not to use over-sampling as the added data will
not represent the class variances. We recommend not undersampling data sets with high variances when data sets are
already minimal and would reduce it to 𝑛 < 100. The smaller
the data set, the more likely it is to produce the unwanted
over-fitting.
Over- and under-sampling Over- and under-sampling can be
considered when data sets have small variances.
Imbalanced Data Address imbalanced data, with models made
for imbalanced data (e.g., Random Forest with class weights)
or appropriate metrics (e.g., balanced accuracy).
This nine criteria is the starting point of machine learning solutions on health-related small data analysis as this can have a
significant impact on specific individuals.
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7

USE CASE: EARLY DYSLEXIA SCREENING

We explain further our approach to avoid over-fitting and overly interpret machine learning results with the following use case: finding
a person with dyslexia to achieve early and universal screening of
dyslexia [28, 29]. The prototype is a game with a visual and auditory
part. The content is related to indicators that showed significant
differences in lab studies among children with and without dyslexia.
First, the legal guardian answered the background questionnaire
(e.g., age, official dyslexia diagnoses yes/maybe/no), and then children played the web game once. Dependent variables have been derived from previous literature and then matched to game measures
(e.g., number of total clicks, duration time). A demo presentation of
the game is available at https://youtu.be/P8fXMZBXZNM.
The example data set has 313 participants, with 116 participants
with dyslexia and 197 participants without dyslexia, the control
group (imbalance of 37% vs. 63%, respectively).
A precise data set helps to avoid external factors and reveals
biases within the data sets due to missing data or missing participants. For example, one class is represented by one feature (e.g.,
language) due to missing participants from that language, and therefore the model predicts a person with dyslexia mainly by the feature
language, which is not a dependent variable for dyslexia.
Although dyslexia is more a spectrum than a binary classification, we rely on current diagnostic tools [46] such as the DRT
[18] to select our participants’ groups. Therefore, a simple binary
classification is representative although dyslexia is not binary. The
current indicators of dyslexia require the children to have minimal
linguistic knowledge, such as phonological awareness, to measure
reading or writing mistakes. These linguistic indicators for dyslexia
in diagnostic tools are probably stronger as language-independent
indicators because a person with dyslexia shows a varying severity of deficits in more than one area [8]. Additionally, in this use
case, participants call raised awareness from parents who suspected
their child of having dyslexia but did not have an official diagnosis.
We, therefore, decided for precise data set on children who have
a formal diagnosis and show no sign of dyslexia (control group)
to avoid external factors and focus on cases with probably more
substantial differences in behavior.
Notably, in a new area with no published comparison, a valid
and clear hypothesis derived from existing literature confirms that
the measures taken are connected to the hypothesis. While a datadriven approach is exploitative and depends on the data itself, we
propose to follow a hypothesis to not over-interpret anomalies for
small data analysis. We agree that anomalies can help to find new
research directions but should not be taken as facts and instead
explore them to find the origin as for the example of one class
represented by one feature (see above). This is also connected to
Which features to collect and analyze? as this could mean having
correlations by chance due to the small data set or selected participants with features similar to the multi-variable testing in HCD.
As far as we know, there is no similar Bonferroni-Correction for
machine learning in small data.
We propose to use different kinds of features (input parameters)
depending on different hypotheses derived from literature. For
example, at this point, the central two theories are that dyslexia
is related to auditory and visual perception. We, therefore, also
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separated our features for different machine learning test related
to auditory or visual to evaluate if one of the theories is more
valid. This approach is taking advantage of the machine learning
techniques without over-interpretation results and, at the same
time, takes into account previous knowledge of the target research
area with hypotheses as done in HCD.
At this point, we could not find a rules of thumb or literature
recommendation when to over- or under-sample a data set. Also,
no approach for variances within a data set and over- or undersampling are discussed. We propose to not over- and under-sample
for data sets having high variances.
When comparing machine learning classification results, the
metrics for comparison should not be only (balanced) accuracy
as this describes mainly the accuracy of the model and does not
focus on the screening of dyslexia. Obtaining both high precision
and high recall is unlikely, which is why researchers reported the
F1-score (the weighted average between precision and recall) for
dyslexia to compare the model’s results [29]. However, as in this
case false positives are much more harmful than false negatives
(that is, missing a person with dyslexia), we should focus on the
dyslexia class recall.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We propose the first step towards guidelines when exploring healthrelated small imbalanced data sets with nine criteria. We show a use
case and reveal opportunities to discuss and develop this further
with, e.g., new machine learning classification for imbalanced data
considering small data.
Our proposed guidelines are a starting point and need to be
adapted for each use case. Therefore, we provide a template for
researchers to follow them for their projects available at https:
//github.com/Rauschii/smalldataguidelines. Additionally, we encourage other researchers to update the use case collection in the
template with their own projects.
Future work will explore the limits of small data analysis with
machine learning techniques, existing metrics, and models, as well
as approaches from other disciplines to verify the machine learning
results.
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